drm-149-mov-moths-to-flames

1.

EXT. ROOFTOP - NIGHT
CRAIGHTON and BILOX look out at the city lights beyond.
Bilox seems more focused.
BILOX
Never gets old.
CRAIGHTON
Hmm? Sorry, what?
BILOX
The view. Guess down deep we’re all just
moths.
Craighton shakes his/her head.
BILOX (CONT’D)
Drawn to the flame.
CRAIGHTON
Ah, okay. (beat) Guess that’s one more
thing to look out for.
BILOX
What do you mean?
CRAIGHTON
I don’t know. Nothing.
BILOX
What’s eating you?
Craighton just shakes his head.
BILOX (CONT’D)
You haven’t said two words since we left
the restaurant.
Sorry.

CRAIGHTON

BILOX
Don’t be sorry. Just be honest. What’s
going on?
CRAIGHTON
(finally)
It was... just the... waitress (waiter).
BILOX
Our waitress (waiter)?
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Yeah.

2.
CRAIGHTON

BILOX
What about her (him)?
CRAIGHTON
She (he) just reminded me of someone.
BILOX
You better not tell me your ex.
CRAIGHTON
No. No. Just... someone from a long time
ago.
Bilox looks long at Craighton. Finally.
BILOX
I don’t get it.
What?
The appeal.

CRAIGHTON
BILOX

CRAIGHTON
What do you mean?
BILOX
Why you choose to hang onto so much...
well, just stuff that doesn’t affect you
anymore. The past is the past. Treat it
like food.
Food?

CRAIGHTON

BILOX
(takes a breath)
What did you have for lunch last Tuesday?
CRAIGHTON
Umm... I don’t know. Probably, what, I
don’t know. A sandwich probably.
BILOX
Don’t remember.
CRAIGHTON
Not... well I’m not positive.
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3.

BILOX
But you had to have eaten something.
Right? I mean you coulda skipped that
meal if you had to. Could skip a bunch of
meals, but eventually you have to eat.
CRAIGHTON
What are you talking about?
BILOX
So the food kept you going. The air you
breathed kept you going. The job you
worked. The people you met. All these
things kept you going.
Sure.

CRAIGHTON

BILOX
So why obsess over something or someone
that was, ultimately, just one more thing
to keep you going?
CRAIGHTON
That’s a pretty weird little fable.
BILOX
I don’t know. Your choice.
CRAIGHTON
Huh. You know maybe it’s... maybe it’s
not as bad as we always assume. The
flame. We say it like every moth gets
burned up by every flame. But they don’t.
Otherwise there -BILOX
Wouldn’t be any moths.
CRAIGHTON
Yeah. I guess sometimes they just want
to, I don’t know, feel the heat. Stare at
the brightness. And sometimes maybe that
can be enough.
BILOX
(nodding)
Anything more than that is just...
Yeah.

CRAIGHTON
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